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I love pasta wine guide vip

One of the features of this game is Wine. With this function, you can get more money (G) if you give the right wine to the Customer. How to get wine: happy market: if you go shopping on the market (Random / low probability) Street Fair: success 6 times Gift: gift from your friend BINGO Wine list: Red Wine Carbernet
Sauvignon Zinfandel Merlot Pi not Noir Mal bec Petit Verdot 800 1200 2200 2800 4000 5000 White wine Sauvignon Blanc Chardonnay Chenin Blanc Gruener Veltliner Falangh Ina Sauternes Sweet 800 1200 2200 2800 4000 5000 Sparkling Cremant de Limoux Moscato Rose Blanquette de Limoux Prosecco Blanc de
Blancs Brut Reserva 800 1200 2200 4000 5000 How to choose the right wine for the customer: The wine decides to make the client hairstyle. Updated 5/3/2016 should be almost perfect now, let me know about your success and the lack of dialogue. Updated 1/3/2016 with more conversation and larger wine view
Updated 28/2/2016 with more conversations and organizes wine for girl and boy. Stay tuned for new VIP guides if you like to help, just leave a comment in the post below about the conversation and food or wine if I don't have them :) It is based on the conversation, there is meat and the better the meat is better = perfect,
one is meat / the right one is better than the one with the best success, both bad = mistake. The to I M To Y Basic wine guide applies to vip also based on Korean translation from google Girls just want to have fun. And wine, pasta, and more wine. And they really know how to make the best of a weekend trip to
picturesque Tuscana! I visited this region for the first time in 2013 with my best friend. We loved it so much that this spontaneous journey became a well-observed habit. Since then, as every end of August we go back to Italian paradise for a traditional, girls-only trip. We have fun, talk about life, eat a lot of pasta and drink
wine. This experience always seems like a tradition that brings so much joy and fulfillment to our female friendship. So grab your own girl gang and book a flight to Italy! It's going to be an epic journey that you might be willing to take more often. Tusca is quite an addictive place, believe me. What part of Tusca is the best?
The whole of Tusc around Tusc around is stunning and all visitors probably have their own favorite region. My best place to explore this fascinating area with ease is the beautiful medieval town of Montepulciano. There's no other place I like to come back so often, and there's little reason for that. First of all, the beauty of
the city is beyond words. Narrow streets take you back in time and the view is out of the word as the city is located on the hill. You can walk all day to explore the countless picturesque corners. This is a real paradise for all fans of photography and historical architecture. Secondly, the location of the city is perfect for
Tscan and Pienza, Cortona, Bagno Vignoni, Bagni San Filippo, and many other gemstones are just a short drive from Montepulciano. So even if you come for a weekend only, you will be able to explore Tusc around Tusc around and see some spectacular landscapes on the way. And last but not least, the local culture,
which I absolutely admire. On the last weekend of August, you can join the community of Montepulciano on a famous Bravio Delle Botti, the 14th century's most famous city. I love to join the locals in celebrating these old customs and rituals, so they are always trying to plan a girls' gateway during bravio weekends. You
can read the whole story of the unique festival here. What to see around? Bagno Vignoni – small village of Val d'Orcia with natural hot spring and waterfall on the hill, from where you can enjoy the beautiful panorama of the surrounding area. Perfect place for an evening apperitivo in one of the local bars or
restaurants. The entrance to the hot springs is free of change. Bagni San Filippo – another hot springs places, still not very well known among tourists. It is located in the forest outside the small town of Bagni San Filippo. This place will take you to a different world as the white landscape looks like snow covered. The
entrance is free of change. Pienza – you need to visit in Tuscan. This UNESCO World Heritage Site is full of historic buildings, located on the mountain and overlooking stunning landscapes. Basically, every single street looks like a postcard from Tuscan. Cortona - another Tscan gem worth a visit. You will be surprised
by the Main Square of the Palazzo Comunale or Piazza Signorelli, one of the filming locations during the Tishcan Sun movie. Countless little Italian bistros entice you and won't let you stay hungry, that's for sure. The vineyard tour is a must, it wasn't really in Tuscan if you haven't visited a vineyard yet. I'm not sure that I
can recommend this enough and that it's the truth of my words. Sante Marie di Vignoni is a really special place. Of course, there are many, many different vineyards in the region, but most of them take more commercial approaches or are already sold to foreign investors. Sante Marie di Vignoni remained an authentic,
family-owned place where heart and love are placed in every bottle of wine. Almost all the work on the vineyard is still done by hand, which nowadays is a rare exception. The owners of the vineyard are the friendliest and most open people who fill it from the moment of arrival, as at home. Not only test the wonderful
wines and olives, but also see the wine production and explore the beautiful area where all the grapes grow in the T tuscan sun. I visit this vineyard every year and the owners already feel like family. Where do you book your stay in Montepulciano? I have a great various bed and breakfasts, Airbnbs and hotels can be
found in Montepulciano, but one of the things I sincerely recommend is a family-run hotel in Albergo Duomo, which is located in the heart of the old town. There is no better place for me to feel this Tycan atmosphere and treat it as a VIP guest. The rooms are simple but equipped with everything you need, and the brother
running the place serves a delicious breakfast on a terrace full of plants and flowers. The location is more than perfect for exploring the city, but I have to warn you that sipping a cappuccino in the morning in this cosy hotel is very hard to leave! I can also tell you secretly that if you ask, you'll have served some great
Italian champagne to make breakfast even more fun. Food and wine places you will love in Italy, so a diet other than pasta and wine is not possible. My favourite places: MONTEPULCIANO La Bottega del Nobile - A selection of the finest dishes and spectacular wines. You have to visit the place. It is located in the
cellars, which gives you an even more rustic atmosphere and makes wine tasting even more special. If you arrive in a larger group, it is recommended to book a table. The place offers many wines in the test portions and is one of the best traditional wee pastas in town. El Luceval Le Stelle - The most perfect wine bar
&amp; bistro in Montepulciano is a sunset. It offers not only the most spectacular sunset, but also a large selection of wines, drinks and delicious dishes. In the evenings, you can also enjoy the jazz music of life. Ristorante Cittino - Family-run restaurant still holds the traditions of pasta making. This is where you can try
the most famous handmade wee pasta, and a sneak image into the kitchen of how the old lady is rolling the pasta alone. All pasta lovers can't miss the chance to try this happiness served on their plate and how it's really made in the traditional way. Osteria Acquacheta - There will be better meat probably throughout
Tuscan. Famous place for all meat lovers, where the butcher will give you a pair of meat for your steak. Unique experience too, because of the setting, as you can place long tables along with other guests. It's not an elegant restaurant, it's more of a taverna, it goes easy, with a festive vibe. Reservations are mandatory
and dinner is served in two evening rounds. Caffe Poliziano – Legendary place in the historical part of the city. Mandatory option for breakfast or apperitivo. The interior details have been restored to the original look of the previous centuries, which gives the impression that time has stopped here for the best possible
meaning. OUTSIDE MONTEPULCIANO La Torretta in Chianciano Terme - Italian cuisine with a little modern twist. We always go there for a long lunch, and everything from the menu. Wine list is great and the owner is open to produce well something on demand. Osteria del Teatro in Cortona - a fantastic place for a
lunch break when visiting the city. The best food in town, fantastic atmosphere and really unique setting in a 6th-place building. Which airport should I fly to? Where to make a flight is a serious decision, as if you don't want to spend hours driving from the airport to your destination, right? The best option is to choose one
of the flights from cheap airlines of sorts in Pisa, Bologna or Roma. Each of these airports is about a 2-hour drive from Montepulciano. I usually use Ryanair or Wizzair to have all the many great connections in many European cities. I'd avoid flying to Milan or Bergaba. We tried this option if a very cheap airfare was fed,
but wouldn't do it again. It's quite far away and it's about a 4 hour drive to Montepulciano. Also, about long weekends in this direction can be really crowded. Especially in August, when all Italians cause holidays or holidays. This happened as we piled on traffic on a highway and almost missed our flight home. If you are
not a chauffeur, public transport in Bologna, Pisa and Roma is also available. Just remember, relationships are not the most convenient and it will take you twice as much time as a car. I highly recommend car rental to make the best of your stay in Tuscana. How can you move? Driving along the Tycan roads is a
pleasure. Landscapes filled with vineyards, roadside lined cypresses and endless fields interspersed with picturesque estates. This whole thing stops me every few minutes. And here we move to another important part of the girls' only trip. There is no better way to drive on T tuscan roads with a group of girlfriends than
in a convertible car. Of course, renting this type of car is higher than a standard one, but if you book well in advance and share the costs with your peers, it's affordable and certainly won't ruin your budget. What you get in return is an overwhelming sense of freedom. The smell of Tscan air and the wind in your hair is
simply priceless. I've never felt freer and happiest in the car. We usually use rental cars and never disappoint. Just keep in mind that car hire has a very limited number of convertible cars available, so it is always recommended to book well in advance, especially if you have a car type that you are particularly interested in.
Enjoy your stay in Tuscana! Love, Betty Betty
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